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ADVOCACY & LITIGATION

NCLC 2021 Consumer Protection Federal Priorities

NCLC Sues Vision Property Management for Home Purchase Scheme Targeting Black Homebuyers in MI, Sept. 30, 2020

National Consumer Law Center Statement: Time for Action on Racial Equity, June 4, 2020

COVID-19 & Consumer Protections online resources (updated regularly)
Trump Administration Proposes Rule that Will Embolden Rent-a-Bank Payday Lenders, July 20, 2020
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BOOKSTORE/DIGITAL LIBRARY

NCLC Digital Library

The full text of all 21 consumer law treatises available online, regularly updated.

Recent Updates
» Supreme Court Rules on Robocalls
» Impact of Supreme Court Seila Law Ruling on CFPB Constitutionality
» Major Consumer Protections Announced in Response to COVID-19

>> Visit Bookstore
>> Visit Digital Library

CONFERENCES, WEBINARS & TRAININGS

The Consumer Rights Litigation Conference and Class Action Symposium

Fair Debt Collections Conference
Meet our Advocates

Jeremiah Battle, Jr. is a staff attorney, author of NCLC’s Credit Discrimination and a contributor to several NCLC treatises including ...

Resources
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- Consumers
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